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AFFIDAVIT OF PIERRE GRZYBOWSKI IN SUPPORT OF SHOW CAUSE MOTION 

AS TO WHY DEFENDANT SAKS INCORPORATED SHOULD NOT BE HELD IN 

CIVIL CONTEMPT 

 

I, Pierre Grzybowski, swear or affirm as follows: 

 

1. I am the Research and Enforcement Manager for the Fur-Free Campaign of The 

Humane Society of the United States (“The HSUS”).  I have personal knowledge of the facts set 

forth in this declaration.  The facts set forth are true to the best of my knowledge and recollection.  

If called, I could and would testify to these facts in a court of law. 

2. The HSUS is a nonprofit animal protection organization headquartered in the 

Washington, D.C metro region. 

3. The HSUS’s mission is to reduce animal suffering and create meaningful societal 

change by actively advocating against animal cruelty, working to enforce existing laws, promoting 

sensible public policies, protecting our humane-conscious members’ interests,  and educating the 

public about animal issues.  As part of its mission, The HSUS operates its “Fur-Free Campaign” to 

promote awareness of fur-related animal welfare issues and oppose the cruelty intrinsic to the fur 

industry. 
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4. The HSUS and its dedicated Fur-Free Campaign staff have extensive experience 

protecting fur-bearing animals, and unique knowledge of the humane concerns raised by various 

fur production practices.  One aspect of our Campaign is to provide information to, and defend 

the interests of, humane-conscious consumers interested in purchasing apparel that has been 

produced without cruelty to animals. Because humane-conscious consumers rely on information 

provided to them by retailers in advertisements and labels in order to make their purchasing 

decisions, HSUS and its Fur-Free Campaign staff work to ensure that major retailers provide 

correct and accurate information regarding the fur content of the garments they sell.  To this end, 

the HSUS has invested considerable resources in developing the expertise and credibility of its 

staff, including paying for out-of-state travel to attend specialized training in fiber identification 

and evidence handling by experts in their respective fields.  Furthermore, the HSUS has devoted 

considerable resources to the handling and maintenance of evidence in a secure and appropriate 

manner, including restricted access evidence rooms and locking cabinets and cases.  

5. The HSUS’s work relating to animal fur products has included working to 

successfully pass the federal Truth in Fur Labeling Act of 2010, closing a loophole in the Fur 

Products Labeling Act which had previously allowed many animal-fur-trimmed jackets to go 

unlabeled as to the presence or type of animal fur, and its country of origin.  HSUS views closure 

of this loophole as an important and vital step towards ensuring compassionate consumers 

always have the information they need to avoid animal fur when shopping. 

6. The HSUS’s work related to animal fur products has included preparing and 

submitting extensively researched recommendations, based on the best available science, both in 

written and oral testimony, to the Federal Trade Commission on how to correct problems, make 

accurate, and bring up to date the Name Guide within the Fur Products Labeling Act.  

7. The HSUS’ work relating to animal fur products has included this litigation 

against major retailers alleging false and deceptive advertising of garments as containing “faux” 

or fake fur when the garments actually contained real animal fur, or of garments as containing 
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fur from the incorrect species or type, in violation of the federal Fur Products Labeling Act and 

local law.  

8. The HSUS’ work relating to fur products has also included numerous 

investigations in multiple states uncovering widespread false advertising and mislabeling of animal 

fur products sold in the United States, as well as products completely forbidden for trade in 

commerce. These investigations have revealed, among other things, the advertising and labeling of 

products containing real animal fur as faux, and the sale of garments made of illegal domestic dog 

(Canis lupus familiaris) fur. See Investigation by The HSUS Reveals Illegal Sale of Domestic Dog 

Fur in Apparel and Other Items, HSUS (Jul. 18, 2012),   

http://www.humanesociety.org/news/press_releases/2012/07/investigation_dog_fur_071812.htm. 

At the invitation of U.S. Customs and Border Protection staff, The HSUS has presented a 

webinar to CBP staff and agents on the animal fur trade, including the Fur Products Labeling Act 

and animals including the raccoon dog, and the Dog and Cat Protection Act of 2000 and the trade 

in domestic dog and cat fur. 

9. The HSUS’ work related to fur products has included a special focus on educating 

humane-conscious consumers about, and investigating the false advertising of, fur from the 

raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides), also referred to by the industry-coined trade name 

“Asiatic raccoon”. This is because an unusually high degree of animal cruelty has been 

documented in the production of raccoon dog fur, and an unusually high degree of 

misrepresentation of raccoon dog fur – including as “raccoon” (Procyon lotor – a different 

animal altogether) and the use of misleading and illegal trade names like “fin raccoon”, 

“finnraccoon”, and similar derivations of a combination of “Finland” and “raccoon”– has been 

documented in the consumer marketplace.  

10. Beginning in December 2013, I conducted an investigation on behalf of HSUS, in 

order to determine whether Saks Incorporated (“Saks”) was complying with its obligations under 

the court order and settlement agreement, which included providing the correct type of fur (e.g. 

“faux,” “raccoon,” “fox”) on all advertisements, including online advertisements, for sale of fur-

http://www.humanesociety.org/news/press_releases/2012/07/investigation_dog_fur_071812.htm
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containing garments. This investigation followed a prior investigation I conducted in October 

2011, during which time I discovered that Saks was offering for sale on its website 

(www.saksfifthavenue.com) two garments advertised as containing “faux” fur but that, upon 

purchase, inspection, and analysis, were discovered to contain real animal fur.  HSUS decided not 

pursue further action with respect to those findings after HSUS’s counsel advised me that Saks had 

represented that it was taking certain affirmative steps to prevent future violations of the same 

nature. 

11. As part of this most recent investigation, which I conduced from December 2013 

through January 2014, I reviewed the advertisements for many fur garments advertised and/or 

offered for sale on Saks’ websites (www.saksfifthavenue.com and www.saksoff5th.com). In the 

course of this review, I encountered sixteen instances of apparently incorrect or missing fur type 

information in advertisements for fur-containing garments.  

12.  In January 2014, I discovered thirteen fur-containing garments from brands 

Andrew Marc, Burberry, SAM., Moncler, Mackage, and Add available for sale on 

saksfifthavenue.com, all advertised as containing “raccoon” fur from either Finland or China. The 

visual characteristics of the fur depicted in the advertisements were consistent with fur from the 

raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides). In addition, their listed countries of origin of Finland and 

China - major sources of raccoon dog fur, but countries in which we have seen no evidence of 

either wild (indigenous nor introduced) or fur-farmed raccoon (Procyon lotor) – are also consistent 

with raccoon dog fur. True and accurate screen capture copies of these advertisements from 

January 2014 and a subsequent review in April and/or August 2014 are attached hereto as Exhibits 

1-13.  In some cases, the subsequent reviews of these advertisements found the animal names 

changed from “raccoon” to raccoon dog (“Asiatic raccoon”). And in some of this subset of cases, 

one, but not all, uses of “raccoon” were changed leaving two different species names — an 

impossibility and a de facto FPLA violation in an advertisement for a jacket that contains only one 

type of fur.  Additionally, in some cases the fur country of origin in the advertisements was 

changed from “China” to “Finland.” Both sets of changes stand as evidence that the garments were 
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almost certainly initially falsely advertised with the incorrect fur type/species name and/or country 

of origin.  

13. On the same website, I also discovered one fur-containing Burberry brand garment 

advertised as containing “fox” fur, but whose visual characteristics as depicted are consistent with 

raccoon dog fur. True and accurate screen capture copies of this advertisement from January 2014 

and a subsequent review in April 2014 are attached hereto as Exhibit 14.  

14. On the same website, I also discovered one Canada Goose brand fur-containing 

garment depicted and advertised as being trimmed with animal fur from Canada, but without the 

type of fur or animal name from which the fur was taken.  A subsequent visit found the animal 

name given as “coyote.” True and accurate screen capture copies of this advertisement from 

January 2014 and a subsequent review in April 2014 are attached hereto as Exhibit 15.  

15. On the same website, I also discovered one fur-containing Diane von Furstenberg 

garment advertised as containing “faux” fur but that appeared to contain real animal fur. In order to 

confirm that the garment contained real fur, an HSUS agent purchased the garment.  Upon receipt, 

it was also found to be described as “faux fur” on the invoice, but was labeled “100% dyed rabbit 

fur.”  A subsequent review of the online advertisement found copy changed to describe the fur as 

rabbit fur from China.  True and accurate screen capture copies of this advertisement from 

December 2013 and subsequent reviews in January 2014 and April 2014 are attached hereto as 

Exhibit 16. True and accurate photographs documenting the purchase and receipt of the garment 

are also attached hereto in Exhibit 16.   

16. After several months of HSUS’ conversation with Saks’ counsel regarding these 

apparent violations did not generate a resolution agreeable to both parties, I reviewed the 

advertisements for fur garments on Saks’ websites again in August, September, and November 

2014. In the course of this review, I encountered thirteen instances of apparent incorrect or missing 

fur type information in advertisements for fur-containing garments. 

17. On August 4, 2014 I discovered an advertisement for a St. John brand garment on 

saksoff5th.com listed as a “Faux??? Fur-Trimmed Knit Jacket” containing “fringed faux???? fur at 
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the cuffs and hem” with “Fur type: Faux????” and “Fur origin: ?????”  The visual characteristics of 

the material in question are consistent with feathers. A true and accurate screen capture copy of this 

advertisement is attached hereto as Exhibit 17. 

18. On the same day, I also discovered two different fur-containing garments, each 

Alice + Olivia brand, advertised on saksoff5th.com as containing “raccoon” fur from China and 

Finland, respectively. Based on the visual characteristics of the fur in the advertisements, as well as 

their listed country of origin (as described above, Finland and China are not known to produce 

raccoon (Procyon lotor) fur), the fur depicted in the images is likely from raccoon dog 

(Nyctereutes procyonoides). True and accurate screen capture copies of these advertisements from 

August 2014 and a subsequent review in November 2014 are attached hereto as Exhibits 18 and 

19.   

19. In July 2014, and reconfirmed in November 2014, I discovered an Alexander 

McQueen brand fur-containing garment advertised on saksfifthavenue.com as containing several 

different types of fur, including “Finnraccoon,” and listing several different fur countries of origin 

including “Scandinavia.”  “Finnraccoon” is a prohibited trade name for raccoon dog under the Fur 

Products Labeling Act, and “Scandinavia” is not a country of origin since it is not the name of a 

country. True and accurate screen capture copies of this advertisement are attached hereto as 

Exhibit 20. 

20. In September 2014, I also discovered six different fur-containing coat styles from 

the same brand — SAM — advertised on saksfifthavenue.com as containing “raccoon” fur.  The 

appearance of the fur depicted in the advertisements for each of these garments was consistent with 

fur from raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides). True and accurate screen capture copies of these 

advertisements are attached hereto as Exhibits 21-26.  

21. In order to confirm that these coats contained raccoon dog fur, HSUS purchased 

two sample SAM garments – a “Hudson” and a “Blake” style coat, both of which were advertised 

as containing “raccoon” fur.  Proof of purchase is attached hereto in Exhibits 23 and 24. Upon 

receipt and examination of these jackets, both were found to be labeled as containing raccoon dog 
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in contradiction of Saks’s advertisements of “raccoon” fur. Macroscopic and microscopic analysis 

performed on samples of the two coats’ fur trim by an expert third-party laboratory confirmed that 

both were indeed fur from raccoon dog  (Nyctereutes procyonoides) as labeled by the 

brand/manufacturer, rather than raccoon (Procyon lotor) as advertised . Photographs of labels and 

copies of laboratory analysis results are attached hereto in Exhibits 23 and 24. Follow-up visits to 

the two pages from where these items were purchased now advertise raccoon dog (“Asiatic 

raccoon”) instead of raccoon fur. Because these two coats were confirmed to contain raccoon dog 

fur, it is likely that the other four coats by the same brand advertised on saksfifthavenue.com, 

which are similar in appearance, contain raccoon dog fur as well.  

22. In August 2014, and reconfirmed in November 2014, I discovered two fur-

containing garments (a Fendi brand scarf and a Mackage brand jacket) advertised on 

saksfifthavenue.com as containing “raccoon” fur with a fur country of origin of “Finland”. The 

visual characteristic of the fur and country of origin of the fur (as described above, Finland is not 

known to produce raccoon fur), are both consistent with raccoon dog fur.  As of January 2015, the 

fur type for both items is now listed as raccoon dog (“Asiatic raccoon”). True and accurate screen 

capture copies of these advertisements are attached hereto as Exhibits 27 and 28. 

23. In August 2014, and reconfirmed in November 2014, I also discovered an Eric 

Javits brand fur-containing scarf-type garment advertised on saksfifthavenue.com as containing 

“fox” fur.   The visual characteristics of the fur in the advertisement are consistent with raccoon 

dog. A true and accurate screen capture copy of this advertisement is attached hereto as Exhibit 29. 

24. Some, but not all, of the violating advertisements described above have since been 

edited to list the correct fur type/animal name and/or country of origin. But humane-conscious 

consumers were still exposed to harm during the period in which the incorrect information was 

made available to them.  

25. I spent a substantial amount of paid work time conducting this investigation, 

documenting its results, purchasing and securely storing evidence, preparing samples for 

laboratory analysis, and communicating with HSUS attorneys about contact with Saks’ counsel 





 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 1 
Andrew Marc “Noreaster” Parka 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; “Fur 

type: Asiatic raccoon”) 

 8/11/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; “Fur 

type: Asiatic raccoon”) 

 









 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 2 
Burberry Brit “Jackston Quilted Fur-Hooded Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-trimmed hood”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“fur-trimmed hood”; “Fur type: 

Dyed Asiatic raccoon”) 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 3 
SAM. “Fur-Trimmed Madison Vest” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“trimmed with natural raccoon 

fur”; “Fur origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“trimmed with natural raccoon fur”; 

“Fur origin: Finland”) 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 4 
SAM. “Fight Satin, Fur-Trimmed Parka” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“luscious raccoon collar”; “Hood 

with natural raccoon trim”; “Fur origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“luscious raccoon collar”; “Hood 

with natural raccoon trim”; “Fur origin: Finland”) 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 5 
Moncler “Nue Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush raccoon-fur collar”; “dyed 

raccoon-fur collar” “Fur origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush raccoon-fur collar”; “dyed 

raccoon-fur collar” “Fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 6 
Mackage “Classic Bomber Puffy Coat” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“natural raccoon fur-trimmed 

collar”; “raccoon fur-trimmed hood”’ “Raccoon fur origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“natural raccoon fur-trimmed 

collar”; “raccoon fur-trimmed hood”’ “Raccoon fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 7 
Moncler “Girl’s Fur-Trim Coat” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur: raccoon” 

“Fur origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur type: 

Natural Asiatic raccoon” “Fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 8 
Moncler “Girl’s Angers Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur: raccoon” 

“Fur Origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur type: 

Natural Asiatic raccoon” “Fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 9 
Moncler “Boy’s Fur-Trim Senga Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“raccoon-fur trim” “Fur Origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur type: Natural Asiatic raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 10 
Moncler “Toddler’s & Little Boy’s Fur-Trim Senga Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“raccoon-fur trim” “Fur Origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur type: Natural Asiatic raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 11 
Moncler “Toddler’s & Little Girl’s Fur-Trim Coat” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur: 

raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon-fur trim”; “Fur type: Real 

Asiatic raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 12 
Moncler “Toddler’s & Little Girl’s Angers Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“Fur: raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; “Fur 

type: Natural Asiatic raccoon”; “Fur Origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 13 
Add Down “Infant’s Fur-Trimmed Down Snowsuit” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“dyed raccoon trim”; “dyed 

raccoon fur”; “Fur origin: dyed from Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“dyed Asiatic raccoon fur trim”; 

“dyed raccoon fur”; “Fur type: Dyed Asiatic raccoon”; “Fur origin: dyed from Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 14 
Burberry “Little Boy’s Fur-Trimmed Puffer Jacket” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“natural fox fur”; “Fur origin: 

Finland”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“golden fox fur trim”; “natural fox 

fur”; “Fur type: Natural golden fox fur”; “Fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 15 
Canada Goose “Citadel Parka” 

 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“fur origin: Canada”) 

 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Coyote”; “fur origin: 

Canada”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 16 
Diane von Furstenberg “Faux Fur Pom-Pom Wool & Cashmere Beanie” 

 12/16/13 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush faux fur pom-pom”; 
“Faux fur pom-pom”) 

 1/2/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush faux fur pom-pom”; “Faux 
fur pom-pom”) 

 1/2/14 Purchase confirmation 
 1/6/14 Detail of sewn-in label “100% dyed rabbit fur” 

 1/6/14 Photograph of fur pom-pom 
 1/21/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush faux fur pom-pom”; “Faux 

fur pom-pom”) 
 4/9/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“plush rabbit fur pom-pom”; “Dyed 

rabbit fur fur pom-pom”) 
 



















 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 17 
St. John Couture “Faux??? Fur-Trimmed Knit Jacket” 

 8/4/14 Online advertisement at saksoff5th.com (“Faux??? Fur-Trimmed Knit Jacket”; 

“fringed faux???? fur”; “FIBER????”; “Fur type: Faux????”; “Fur origin: ?????”)  





 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 18 
Alice + Olivia “Rabbit & Raccoon Fur Vest” 

 8/4/14 Online advertisement at saksoff5th.com (“natural raccoon”; “Fur origin: China”)  

 11/24/14 Online advertisement at saksoff5th.com (“natural raccoon”; “Fur origin: 

China”)  

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 19 
Alice + Olivia “Fur-Trimmed Sweater Vest” 

 8/4/14 Online advertisement at saksoff5th.com (“raccoon collar”; “Natural raccoon”; 

“Fur origin: Finland”)  

 11/24/14 Online advertisement at saksoff5th.com (“raccoon collar”; “Natural raccoon”; 

“Fur origin: Finland”) 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 20 
Alexander McQueen “Fur & Leather Jacket” 

 11/24/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Dyed Finnraccoon”; 

“Fur origin: Scandinavia”) 





 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 21 
SAM. “Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat” 

 9/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”) 



½

0LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721987&R=846968022834&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:02 PM



11LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721987&R=846968022834&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:02 PM



Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

SAM.

Highline Parka

$1,295.00

SAM.

Infinity Fur-Trimmed
Coat

$795.00

SAM.

Camper Parka

$695.00

SAM.

Glacier Jacket

$795.00

SAM.

Hudson Parka

$795.00

5LikeLike

1LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721987&R=846968022834&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:02 PM



SIGN UP FOR DAILY EMAILS
START GETTING POINTS & MORE FROM YOUR FIRST PURCHASE
with our Exclusive Rewards Card. Apply Now GO

    

SAM./Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat

Best question

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721987&R=846968022834&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:02 PM



http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721987&R=846968022834&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Everest Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:02 PM



 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 22 
SAM. “Glacier Jacket” 

 9/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”) 



½

0LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721881&R=846968022803&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Glacier Jacket - Saks.com 9/19/2014 1:59 PM



11LikeLike

5LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721881&R=846968022803&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Glacier Jacket - Saks.com 9/19/2014 1:59 PM



Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

SAM.

Everest Fur-Trimmed
Coat

$995.00

SAM.

Camper Parka

$695.00

SAM.

Blake Fur-Trimmed
Puffer

$550.00

SAM.

Highline Parka

$1,295.00

SAM.

Hudson Parka

$795.00

1LikeLike

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721881&R=846968022803&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Glacier Jacket - Saks.com 9/19/2014 1:59 PM



SIGN UP FOR DAILY EMAILS
START GETTING POINTS & MORE FROM YOUR FIRST PURCHASE
with our Exclusive Rewards Card. Apply Now GO

    

SAM./Glacier Jacket

Best question

http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721881&R=846968022803&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Glacier Jacket - Saks.com 9/19/2014 1:59 PM



http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721881&R=846968022803&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Glacier Jacket - Saks.com 9/19/2014 1:59 PM



Exhibit 23 
SAM. “Hudson Parka” 

 9/18/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur
origin: Finland”) 

 9/18/14 Purchase confirmation
 10/6/14 Invoice

 10/6/14 Detail of sewn-in label (“Natural 100% Asiatic Raccoon”)
 10/6/14 Photograph of garment

 10/17/14 Laboratory analysis results (“The macroscopical and microscopical
characteristics of the sample are consistent with hairs from the raccoon dog…the hair 

from this sample is inconsistent with hair from the raccoon”) 
 1/28/15 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural Asiatic

raccoon”) 





Customer Service: 1.877.551.7257

Billing Address

Mr. Pierre Grzybowski
2100 L St. NW

Washington, DC 20037
US
301-518-3081

Email Address

pierre@hsus.org

Payment Type

MasterCard ending in 2707 Pierre 
Grzybowski - $877.72

Gift Card

You’ve chosen to not use a gift card for 
this purchase.

Promo Code

There are no valid promo codes entered 
for this purchase.

Item Total: $795.00
Gift Wrap: $0.00
Shipping & Handling: $35.00
Promotional Savings: $0.00
Total Before Tax: $830.00
Tax: $47.72
Gift Card(s) Payment: $0.00
Payment Amount: $877.72

Order Total: $877.72

Order Summary

Items (1) Quantity Status Unit Price Subtotal

Size: LRG
Color: CARBON

SAM.
Hudson Parka
0418512524776

1 In Stock $795.00 $795.00

Shipping Method: Next Bus. Day (Est. Delivery 09/19/14)

1

Shipping Address 

Mr. Pierre Grzybowski
2100 L St. NW

Washington, DC 20037
US
301-518-3081

Order #73380302 09/18/14 Order Received
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Microtrace  
 

790 Fletcher Drive, Suite 106 ● Elgin, IL 60123-4755 ● 847.742.9909 ● Fax: 847.742.2160 
www.microtracescientific.com 

microscopy ● microchemistry ● forensic consulting LLC 
® 

 
17 October 2014 
 
 
Mr. Pierre Grzybowski 
Humane Society of the United States 
2100 L Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
 
 
Re:  Analysis of pelt sample (SFASAMHUDPG091814) (MT14-0182) 
 
Dear Mr. Grzybowski: 
 
We have completed our analysis of the pelt sample submitted to our laboratory.  We were asked 
to determine if it is composed of animal hair or if it is artificial fur.  If the sample was found to 
be animal hair, we were asked to identify the species of animal from which it originated.  If that 
determination proved inconclusive, we were asked if we could constrain the pelt to a larger 
taxonomic group.  More specifically, we were asked if raccoon (Procyon lotor) or raccoon dog 
(Nyctereutes procyonoides) could be the source of the sample, or if either could be eliminated as 
a potential source.  The results of our analyses are described in the report that follows. 
 
Sample 
 
A sealed plastic bag labeled “SFASAMHUDPG091814” was received at our laboratory on 07 
October 2014.  For convenience, the sample will be referred to as “SFASAM” for the remainder 
of this report.  The front and back of the plastic bag were photographed before it was opened to 
document its condition upon receipt. 
 
Analytical Methods and Results 
 
Initial Observations  
Macroscopically, multiple colors are observed in the pelt including black, off-white/yellow, 
reddish/brown, and brown/gray (Figures 1 and 2).  The majority of the guard hairs1 have a black 
tip, followed by an off-white/yellowish band, before becoming brown/gray (sometimes 
lightening in color at the most basal region) (Figure 3).  Guard hairs were isolated for further 
microscopical examination.  The guard hairs from SFASAM are long and thick with the longer 
hairs averaging ~ 96 mm in length and ~ 148 µm at their widest points. 
 
Microscopical Analysis 
Several guard hairs were mounted in xylene on glass slides and examined using a polarized light 
microscope (PLM).  All of the hairs examined possess medullae.2  This fact alone proves that the 

                                                 
1 Animal hairs are generally divided into two main classes: guard and fur hairs.  Guard hairs are the longer, thicker 
hairs and are of primary importance when performing a microscopical animal hair examination. 
2 The medulla (plural - medullae) is the innermost portion of a hair and is both morphologically and chemically 
distinct from the cortex. 
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hairs are of animal origin and that they are not synthetic.  Air pockets in the medullae of animal 
hairs prevent the observation of the internal structure of medullary cells.  Thus the internal 
cellular structure cannot be observed until they are “cleared.”  This can be accomplished by 
making a longitudinal section of the hair (i.e., splitting the hair lengthwise) and replacing the air 
with a suitable medium (e.g., glycerol). 
 
Longitudinal sections were made in the shaft and at the thickest portion of the shield3 region of 
the guard hairs.  The medullae of these hairs exhibit a so-called cloisonné pattern (Figures 4 and 
5).  Transverse cross-sections were also prepared in the shield region (on different hairs).  The 
cross-sectional shapes are round to oval (Figures 6 and 7). 
 
Scale replicas were also made of the cuticle of guard hairs from this sample.  The most proximal 
shaft regions of the guard hairs exhibit a transverse wave which transitions through a mosaic 
scale pattern to an imbricate pattern in the shield (Figures 8 – 10). 
 
Conclusions and Discussion 
 
The sample (SFASAM) analyzed by our laboratory is composed of animal hair (as opposed to 
synthetic or “fake” fur).  It originates from a member of the Canidae family (dogs and their 
allies).  The macroscopical and microscopical characteristics of the sample are consistent with 
hairs from the raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides), based on both literature references and 
our physical reference samples of raccoon dog hair.4  Raccoon dogs are primitive canids that 
physically resemble raccoons, although they are not closely related to them.  Furthermore, the 
hair from this sample is inconsistent with hair from the raccoon (Procyon lotor) based on both a 
review of the appropriate literature and comparison to physical samples from our reference 
collections. 
 
If you have any questions concerning this report or if I may be of further assistance, please do 
not hesitate to contact me directly.  Thank you for consulting Microtrace. 
 
 
         Sincerely, 
  
 
 
 
 
MT14-0182        Jason C. Beckert   
P.O. # Verbal        Research Microscopist 

                                                 
3 The “shield” is defined as the distal portion of the guard hair that is thicker compared to the more proximal and 
typically narrower “shaft.” 
4 Microtrace’s animal hair reference collection consists of over 2000 physical samples of animal hair from around 
the world. 
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Figure 1.  Sample SFASAMHUDPG091814.

Figure 2.  Opposite side of above.

Microtrace
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Figure 3.  Guard hairs from sample SFASAM showing the black tip,
off-white/yellowish band, and brown/gray basal region.

Figure 4.  Cloisonné medullary pattern in a guard hair (shaft region).

Black
Brown/gray Off-white/yellowish
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Figure 5.  Cloisonné medullary pattern in a guard hair
from sample SFASAM (shield region).

Figure 6.  Round cross-section in the shield region of a guard hair.

Microtrace
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Figure 7.  Oval cross-section in the shield region
of a guard hair from sample SFASAM.

Figure 8.  Transverse wave scale pattern in the proximal shaft
of a guard hair.

Microtrace
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Figure 9.  Mosaic scale pattern in the shaft of a guard hair
from sample SFASAM.

Figure 10.  Imbricate scale pattern in the shield region of a guard hair.
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Exhibit 24 
SAM. “Blake Fur-Trimmed Puffer” 

 10/8/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 
origin: Finland”) 

 10/8/14 Purchase confirmation 
 10/13/14 Invoice 

 10/13/14 Detail of sewn-in labels (“Natural 100% Asiatic Raccoon”) 
 10/13/14 Photograph of garment 

 12/2/14 Laboratory analysis results (“The majority of the  macroscopical and 
microscopical characteristics of the sample are consistent with the raccoon dog…the hair 

from this sample is inconsistent with hair from the raccoon”) 
 1/28/15 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural Asiatic 

raccoon”) 





FREE SHIPPING, EVERY DAY, EVERY ORDER 
Use Code FREESHIP|Details

Welcome, Sign In Ship To: Chat 1.877.551.7257 Saks Bag (0)

24/7 Customer Service:

You will receive an email confirmation of your order shortly. We will try to ship all items in one package. 
However, in order to provide faster service, you may receive more than one package.

Check Order Status

Cancel Order Placed in the Past 20 Minutes

P Print Receipt

Billing Address

Mr. Pierre Grzybowski
2100 L St. NW

Washington, DC 20037
US
301-518-3081

Email Address

pierre@hsus.org

Payment Type

MasterCard ending in 2707 Pierre 
Grzybowski - $618.64

Gift Card

You’ve chosen to not use a gift card for 
this purchase.

Promo Code

There are no valid promo codes entered 
for this purchase.

Item Total: $550.00
Gift Wrap: $0.00
Shipping & Handling: $35.00
Promotional Savings: $0.00
Total Before Tax: $585.00
Tax: $33.64
Gift Card(s) Payment: $0.00
Payment Amount: $618.64

Order Summary

1.877.551.7257 Email Chat Shipping, Returns & Taxes

Order #73507496 10/08/14 Order Received

EMAIL-ONLY SALES Register now to stay in the loop. Sign Up Search

DESIGNERS WOMEN'S APPAREL SHOES HANDBAGS JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES BEAUTY MEN KIDS HOME SALE
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Order Total: $618.64

Items (1) Quantity Status Unit Price Subtotal

Size: LRG
Color: MILITARY

SAM.
Blake Fur-Trimmed Puffer
0482614600225

1 In Stock $550.00 $550.00

Gift Message:
“He who is cruel to animals becomes hard also in his dealings with men. We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals.” - Immanuel Kant
Gift Wrap: No wrap, Gift Note Only

Shipping Method: Next Bus. Day (Est. Delivery 10/09/14)

Shipping Address 

Mr. Pierre Grzybowski
2100 L St. NW

Washington, DC 20037
US
301-518-3081

Gift for Pierre Grzybowski
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02 December 2014 
 
 
Mr. Pierre Grzybowski 
Humane Society of the United States 
2100 L Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
 
 
Re:  Analysis of pelt sample (SFASAMBLAPG100814) (MT14-0200) 
 
Dear Mr. Grzybowski, 
 
We have completed our analysis of the pelt sample submitted to our laboratory.  We were asked 
to determine if it is composed of animal hair or if it is artificial fur.  If the sample was found to 
be animal hair, we were asked to identify the species of animal from which it originated.  If that 
determination proved inconclusive, we were asked if we could constrain the pelt to a larger 
taxonomic group.  More specifically, we were asked if raccoon (Procyon lotor) or raccoon dog 
(Nyctereutes procyonoides) could be the source of the sample, or if either could be eliminated as 
a potential source.  The results of our analyses are described in the report that follows. 
 
Sample 
 
A sealed plastic bag labeled “SFASAMBLAPG100814” was received at our laboratory on 12 
November 2014 (analysis authorized on 14 November 2014).  For convenience, the sample will 
be referred to as “SFASAMBLA” for the remainder of this report.  The front and back of the 
plastic bag were photographed before it was opened to document its condition upon receipt. 
 
Analytical Methods and Results 
 
Initial Observations  
Macroscopically, multiple colors are observed in the pelt including black, off-white/yellow, tan, 
and brown/gray (Figures 1 and 2).  The majority of the guard hairs1 have a black tip, followed by 
an off-white/yellowish band, before becoming brown/gray (Figure 3).  Guard hairs were isolated 
for further microscopical examination.  The guard hairs from SFASAMBLA are long and thick 
with the longer hairs averaging ~ 95 mm in length and ~ 140 µm at their widest points. 
 
Microscopical Analysis 
Several guard hairs were mounted in xylene on glass slides and examined using a polarized light 
microscope (PLM).  All of the hairs examined possess medullae.2  This fact alone proves that the 
hairs are of animal origin and that they are not synthetic.  Air pockets in the medullae of animal 

                                                 
1 Animal hairs are generally divided into two main classes: guard and fur hairs.  Guard hairs are the longer, thicker 
hairs and are of primary importance when performing a microscopical animal hair examination. 
2 The medulla (plural - medullae) is the innermost portion of a hair and is both morphologically and chemically 
distinct from the cortex. 
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hairs prevent the observation of the internal structure of medullary cells.  Thus the internal 
cellular structure cannot be observed until they are “cleared.”  This can be accomplished by 
making a longitudinal section of the hair (i.e., splitting the hair lengthwise) and replacing the air 
with a suitable medium (e.g., glycerol). 
 
Longitudinal sections were made in the shaft and at the thickest portion of the shield3 region of 
the guard hairs.  The medullae of these hairs exhibit a so-called cloisonné pattern (Figures 4 and 
5).  Transverse cross-sections were also prepared in the shield region (on different hairs).  The 
cross-sectional shapes are generally oval, with some slightly flattened (Figures 6 and 7). 
 
Scale replicas were also made of the cuticle of guard hairs from this sample.  The most proximal 
shaft regions of the guard hairs exhibit a transverse wave which transitions through a mosaic 
scale pattern to an imbricate pattern in the shield (Figures 8 – 10).  Some of the medium and thin 
guard hairs also often have extended areas of irregular to nearly regular petal shaped scales 
(Figure 11). 
 
Conclusions and Discussion 
 
The sample (SFASAMBLA) analyzed by our laboratory is composed of animal hair (as opposed 
to synthetic or “fake” fur).  It originates from a member of the Canidae family (dogs and their 
allies).  The majority of the macroscopic and microscopic features of the hairs from this sample 
are consistent with the raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides).  Raccoon dogs are primitive 
canids that physically resemble raccoons, although they are not closely related to them.  The only 
slight inconsistencies are the presence of extended areas of irregular, to nearly regular, petal 
shaped scales in the shafts of some of the medium and thinner guard hairs and the flattened 
cross-sectional shapes.  Less pronounced variations of these morphologies (i.e., shorter areas of 
petal shaped scales on thinner guard hairs and slightly less flattened cross-sectional shapes) have 
been observed in known raccoon dog hairs from our reference collections.4  These subtle 
differences could be the result of variation within the species and would require additional 
reference samples to confirm or refute.  Furthermore, the hair from this sample is inconsistent 
with hair from the raccoon (Procyon lotor) based on both a review of the appropriate literature 
and comparison to physical samples from our reference collections. 
 
If you have any questions concerning this report or if I may be of further assistance, please do 
not hesitate to contact me directly.  Thank you for consulting Microtrace. 
 
         Sincerely, 
 
  
 
 
MT14-0200        Jason C. Beckert   
P.O. # Verbal        Research Microscopist 

                                                 
3 The “shield” is defined as the distal portion of the guard hair that is thicker compared to the more proximal and 
typically narrower “shaft.” 
4 Microtrace’s animal hair reference collection consists of over 2000 physical samples of animal hair from around 
the world. 
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Figure 1.  Sample SFASAMBLAPG100814.

Figure 2.  Opposite side of above.
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Figure 3.  Guard hairs from sample SFASAMBLA showing the black
tip, off-white/yellowish band, and brown/gray basal region.

Figure 4.  Cloisonné medullary pattern in a guard hair (shaft region).
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Brown/gray Off-white/yellowish
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Figure 5.  Cloisonné medullary pattern in a guard hair
from sample SFASAMBLA (shield region).

Figure 6.  Oval cross-section in the shield region of a guard hair.

Microtrace
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Figure 7.  Slightly flattened cross-section in the shield region
of a guard hair from sample SFASAMBLA.

Figure 8.  Transverse wave scale pattern in the proximal shaft
of a guard hair.

Microtrace
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Figure 9.  Mosaic scale pattern in the shaft of a guard hair
from sample SFASAMBLA.

Figure 10.  Imbricate scale pattern in the shield region of a guard hair.

Microtrace
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Figure 11.  Petal shaped scales in the shaft of a
guard hair from SFASAMBLA.

Microtrace
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Exhibit 25 
SAM. “Infinity Fur-Trimmed Coat” 

 9/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”) 
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http://www.saksfifthavenue.com/main/ProductDetail.jsp?PRODUCT<>prd_id=845524446721794&R=846968018578&P_name=SAM.&sid=1488D...

SAM. - Infinity Fur-Trimmed Coat - Saks.com 9/19/2014 2:01 PM
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Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

SAM.

Millenium Fur-Trimmed
Coat

$695.00

Add Down

Fur-Collar Down Coat

$760.00

Dawn Levy

Cat II Long Fur Coat

$1,170.00

SAM.

New Soho 30 Coat

$395.00

SAM.

Blake Fur-Trimmed
Puffer

$550.00
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Exhibit 26 
SAM. “Millennium Fur-Trimmed Coat” 

 9/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”) 

 11/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural raccoon”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”) 
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Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed
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Infinity Fur-Trimmed
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Exhibit 27 
Fendi “Raccoon Fur & Leather Scarf” 

 11/19/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur scarf”; “Fur type: 

Natural and dyed raccoon”; “Fur origin: Finland”) 

 1/28/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural Asiatic 

raccoon”) 

 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 28 
Mackage “Raccoon Fur-Trimmed Puffy Coat” 

 11/24/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“raccoon fur-trimmed hood”; 

“Fur origin: Finland”) 

 1/28/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“Fur type: Natural Asiatic 

raccoon”) 

 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 29 
Eric Javits “Fox Fur Loop” 

 11/24/14 Online advertisement at saksfifthavenue.com (“natural or black dyed fox”; “Fur 

origin: Finland”)  
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